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Preface
This book presents a compilation of significant technical
data relative to Mariner Mars 1964. Its purpose is to collect,
in one location, a wide variety of statistical information that
would otherwise be scattered throughout a large number of
miscellaneous documents. The information presented here
pertains primarily to the Mariner spacecraft, itself; it does
not include the Launch Vehicle System, the ground support
equipment, the Deep Space Network System, or other areas
of the total Mariner Mars 1964 project.
The primary Mariner Mars ]964 mission is considered in
this book to have ended on October 1, 1965. Historical data
are carried only to that date, although some orbital parame.
ters are projected to 1967 and 1971 in the tables and figures.
It is expected that the user of this handbook will have
some familiarity with the terminology, operational procedures,
and engineering concepts related to an interplanetary space-
craft project and, specifically, to the Mariner Mars 1964 proj-
ect. The handbook's function is more to remind those who
already know than to instruct those who don't.
A list of documentspertaining to the Mariner Mars 1964
mission is included (Table 25) for reference purposes. The
list is complete as of the publication date of this handbook,
but many articles and reports are still being prepared and
will continueto be published for sometime to come.
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ALPHAPARTICLES(see Scientific Data, CosmicRayTelescope)
ALTITUDE
above Mars at closest approach
above Mars during encounter sequence
(see Fig. 39)
above Earth and Mars during mission
(see Table 3)













electrical components,number of (see Table 9)
electronics, location of












weight at end of mission
weight consumedduring mission
weight vs time (see Fig. 26)
gas jets
number of


















roll transients, total number observed





































after loss of Canopus
after loss of GammaVelorum




attitude control and central computer and
sequencer
data encoder and commandsubsystem
power






















































spacecraft distance from Earth
spacecraft distance from Mars
spacecraft distance from Sun
distance traveled along heliocentric arc
spacecraft velocity relative to Earth
spacecraft velocity relative to Mars
spacecraft velocity relative to Sun
commandssent, numberof


























changeover to traveling wave tube amplifier
DC-15Canopus gate override event
MT-6 changeoverto 8-1/3 bps
cover drop event
MT-1 Canopus cone angle update
MT-5 changeoverto high-gainantenna
MT-2 Canopus cone angle update
MT-3 Canopuscone angle update
MT-4 Canopus cone angle update
closest approach
black space picture sequence
end of mission
from end of missionthrough 1971(see Fig. 47)
CANOPUSTRACKER
cone angle at launch (preset)

















75 to 105 deg
CANOPUSTRACKER(Cont'd)
cone angle updates (see also MT-1, MT-2,
MT-3, MT-4 major headings)
MT-1 (27 February 1965)
MT-2 (2 April 1965)
MT-3 (7 May 1965)
MT-4 (10 June 1965)






excursionof cone field of view
focal length
high-gatelimit
high voltage value at Canopusintensity
















changeoverto traveling wavetube amplifier
DC-15 Canopusgate override event
MT-6 changeoverto 8-1/3 bps
cover drop event
MT-1 Canopuscone angle update
MT-5 changeoverto high-gainantenna
MT-2 Canopuscone angle update
MT-3 Canopuscone angle update








































black space picture sequence
end of mission
from end of mission through 1966 (see Table4)






changeoverto traveling wave tube amplifier
DC-15Canopusgate override event
MT-6 changeoverto 8-1/3 bps
cover drop event
MT-1 Canopus cone angle update
MT-5 changeover to high-gainantenna
MT-2 Canopus cone angle update
MT-3 Canopus cone angle update
MT-4 Canopus cone angle update
closest approach
black space picture sequence
end of mission




changeoverto traveling wavetube amplifier
DC-15 Canopus gate override event




MT-2 Canopuscone angle update
MT-3 Canopuscone angle update
MT-4 Canopus coneangle update
closestapproach
black space picture sequence
end of mission
from end of missionthrough 1966 (see Table 4)




changeoverto traveling wave tube amplifier



































MT.6changeoverto8-1/3 bps 140.3 deg
cover drop event ].57.3 deg
MT-1 Canopuscone angle update 164.4 deg
MT-5 changeoverto high-gain antenna 167.0 deg
MT-2 Canopus cone angle update 179.4 deg
MT-3 Canopus cone angle update 195.1 deg
MT-4 Canopus cone angle update 212.9 deg
closestapproach 227.8 deg
black space picture sequence 251.7 deg
end of mission 269.6 deg
CENTEROF GRAVITY(see Spacecraft)
CENTRALCOMPUTERANDSEQUENCER
basic timing frequency output
central clock oscillator
frequency
frequency error during flight (see Fig, 25)
frequencystability





midcourse maneuver turn timing
cyclic, every 66-2/3 hr
commands, number of
cyclics, numberof as of end of mission




operating temperature range (FA temperatures)
power required (2.4-kc square wave)
during boost 11 w
during cruise 5.5 w
reference designations of subassemblies
(see Table 8)
voltages required for operation
























weight (see also Table 10)
CHRONOLOGY(see Dates, EventTimes)
CLOCK(see Central Computerand Sequencer)
CLOCKANGLE
explanation of (see Fig. 4)
Earth clock angle through 1971 (see Fig. 43)
11.38 Ib











spacecraft distance from Earth
spacecraft distance from Sun
distance traveled along heliocentric arc
spacecraft distance from center of Mars
spacecraft altitude above Martian surface
spacecraft velocity relative to Earth
spacecraft velocity relative to Mars


























commandbit rate 1 bps
commandformat (see Fig. 15)
location on spacecraft Bay IV
number of bits per commandword 26
numberof direct commands(DC) 29
electrical components,numberof (see Table 9) 2787
number of quantitative commands(QC) 1
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COMMANDSUBSYSTEM(Cont'd)
number of significant bits per DC command 9
numberof significant bits per QCcommand 26













total (Note: some commandshave
multiple destinations) 36
weight (see Table 10) ]0.12 Ib
COMMANDS
commanddescriptions (see Tables 21 and 22)
numberof commandssent as of end of mission
total 79
QC commands(Note: QCI-1, -2, and -3 are
consideredas one QC command) 3
DC commands 76
to establish first Canopus lock 3
during aborted midcourse maneuver 5
to reestablish Canopus lock ]0
during midcoursemaneuver 4
to reestablish Canopus lock 2
during changeoverto travelingwave tube
amplifier 1
during Canopus gate overrideevent 1
during cover drop event 12
during encounter ]1
to reestablish cruise mode after picture
playback 3
during aborted black space picture
sequence 12
during maneuver inhibit sequence 2
for final (optional) coneangle update ]
duringblack space picture sequenceand
playback 11
to end mission 1
COMMANDS(Cont'd)



















commandsequences (Note: repetitive transmissions
are not shown)








return to cruise mode after picture
playback
aborted black space picture sequence
maneuver inhibit sequence





























number of QC commandssent
COMMUNICATION(see also Radio,Telemetry)
world record for communicationdistance set at
end of mission
66-million mile communicationrecord exceeded
COMMUNICATIONTIMES, ONEWAY
midcourse maneuver
changeoverto traveling wavetube amplifier
DC-15 Canopusgate override event
MT-6 changeoverto 8-1/3 bps
cover drop event
MT-1 Canopuscone angle update
MT-5 changeoverto high-gain antenna
MT-2 Canopuscone angle update
MT-3 Canopusconeangle update
MT-4 Canopuscone angle update
closestapproach
maneuverinhibit sequence
black space picture sequence
end of mission
COMPUTER(see Central Computerand Sequencer)
CONEANGLE(see Figs.4 and 8)
Canopusconeangle during flight (see Canopus-
Probe-SunAngle)
Canopuscone angle through 1971 (see Fig. 47)
Earth cone angle through 1971 (see Fig.42)




















1 min, 29 sec
2 min, 7 sec
2 min, 25 sec
4 min, 0 sec
6 min, 31 sec
9 min, 34 sec
12 min, 1.5 sec
15 rain, 40 sec
15 rain, 56 sec

















scientific results (see Scientific Data)
sensors,numberof
spacecraft celestial longitudeat period of peak
activity
thicknessof plate
time of peak activity during flight
total numberof hits recorded (to end of
mission)
















90 and 270 deg
90 and 270 deg
6 ± 0.7
× 10-_ dynesec
1.96 x 10 3dyne sec

















Mariner IV is tested i_ the Jet Propulsion




field of view, detectors D1and D_.










scientific results (see Scientific Data)
surface area of detectors D, and D_
surface area of detector D_



















(NOTE:JPL costs include current plansfor FY 66 and FY 67. Data do
not include possible1967 reacquisition.Launchvehicle and
DSN supportestimates are provided by NASA. Information




reports (including$83.8 million to JPL and
$0.6 million to GSFCand other Centers for
scientific experimentsand analyses). $84.4 million
launch vehicles (Lewis ResearchCenter) $25.1 million
Note: The cost of GSFClaunch operations,
non-JPLAFETRoperations, and
applicable non-procurementexpenses
at other Centersare not known.
OSNsupport, tracking, and operations(Office
of Trackingand Data Acquisitionestimate) $15.5 million
total missioncost $125.0 million
cost per mile to end of mission; $125 million/
418,749,386 mi <30¢
cost per data bit; $125 million/325.5 million
bits (assuming7 bits/measurement) <39¢














spacecraft distance from Earth
spacecraft distancefrom Sun
spacecraft distance from Mars
distance traveled along heliocentricarc
spacecraft velocity relative to Earth
spacecraft velocity relative to Mars
spacecraft velocity relative to Sun
number of commandssent
commandsequence(see Commands)





scientific measurements,numberper data frame
interruptions of cruise mode
midcourse maneuver, 5 December 1964
cover drop, 11 February 1965
encounter, 14-15 July 1965
picture playback, 15 July to 3 August 1965
pictures of black space,30 August to
2 September 1965
total cruise mode interruptiontime (to
end of mission)
total time in cruise mode(to end of mission)




























1 hr, 41 min
7 hr, 20 min
2 hr, 21 min
15 hr, 54 min
9 hr, 19 min




first event seen in data (29 November 1964) 16:59:10
frequency of cyclic events every 66-2/3 hr
last event seen in data (1 October 1965) 06:39:58
total numberof cyclic events 111
DATA(see Telemetry)
DATAAUTOMATIONSUBSYSTEM
electrical components,number of (includes 382
componentsin analog pulse width
converters;see Table 9) 13,727
location on spacecraft Bay III
power required
average cruise 6.5 w
average encounter 5.6 w
peak encounter 8.0 w
reference designations of subassemblies
(see Table 8)
telemetry format (see Figs, 16 through 19)
weight (see Table 10) 11,78 Ib
DATAENCODERSUBSYSTEM
bits, numberof in binary word outputs 7
commutatorchannels,numberof 100
electrical components,numberof (see Table 9) 7413
location on spacecraft Bay IV
powerrequired 5.2 w
reference designations of subassemblies
(see Table 8)
telemetry commutation(see Fig, 22)
telemetry format (see Telemetry)
time between samples(see Table 20)
weight (see Table 10) 22,43 Ib
DATAMODES(see Telemetry)
DATES(see also EventTimes,Time Spans)
first considerationof a Mariner Mars mission
official go-ahead received from NASA
NASAquarterly review of project
NASAquarterly review of project
blanket freeze on entire spacecraft design
NASAquarterly review of project









DATES(see also EventTimes, Time Spans)(Cont'd)
NASAquarterly review of project
occultation experiment approved
NASAHeadquartersreview
Mariner III shipped to AFETR
NASAHeadquartersreview
Mariner IV shipped to AFETR




first all-metal shroudflown to AFL:'I'R






changeoverto traveling wavetube amplifier
DC-15Canopusgate override event
MT-6 changeoverto 8-1/3 bps
Sun-spacecraft opposition(to within 1 deg)
cover drop event
NASAquarterly review of project




66-million mile communicationrecord exceeded
position in space farther from Sun than any
other live spacecraft reached
(]32.7 million miles)
MT-3 Canopuscone angle update
NASAquarterly review of project
MT-4 Canopuscone angle update
encounterwith Mars
picture playbackstart
end of first picture playbacksequence
secondpicture playbacksequencestart
White Housepress conference and awards
NASAquarterly reveiw of project
end of secondpicture playbacksequence
aborted black space picture sequence
maneuver inhibit sequence












































DATES(see also EventTimes, Time Spans)(Cont'd)
option 2 Canopusconeangle update (DC-17)
black space picture sequence
return to DataMode2 after black spacepictures
end of mission (DC-12)
NASAquarterly review of project
maximum Earth-spacecraft range
Sun-spacecraft conjunction
perihelion of heliocentric orbit
first completed trip around Sun
aphelion of heliocentric orbit
Sun-spacecraft opposition
closest approach to Earth












spacecraft distance from Earth
spacecraft distancefrom Sun
spacecraft distance from Mars
distance traveled along heliocentric arc
spacecraft velocity relative to Earth
spacecraft velocity relative to Mars
spacecraft velocity relative to Sun
DEIMOS(see Mars)
DETECTORS(see CanopusTracker, Earth Detector)
DIMENSIONS
spacecraft height, overall
spacecraft span with solar panels extended












































weekly intervals during flight (see Table 3)
midcoursemaneuver
changeover*o traveling wave tube amplifier
DC-]5 Cano_usgate override event
MT-6 changeoverto 8-]/3 bps
cover drop event
MT-1 Canopusconeangle update
MT-5 changeoverto high-gain antenna
MT-2 Canopusconeangle update
MT-3 Canopuscone angle update
MT-4 Canopuscone angle update
closestapproach
black space picture sequence
end of mission
from end of missionthrough 1966 (see Table 4)
from end of missionthrough1971 (see Fig. 41)





























DISTANCEOF MARINERIV FROMCENTEROF MARS(see also Altitude)
launch 208,700,0D0 km
130,000,000 mi
midcourse maneuver 197,286,320 km
122,588,040 mi
changeover to traveling wave tube amplifier 184,427,040 km
114,597,650 mi
19
DISTANCEOF MARINERIV FROMCENTEROF MARS(Cont'd)
DC-]5 Canopusgate override event 177,567,240 km
MT-6 changeoverto 8-]/3 bps
cover drop event
MT-] Canopuscone angle update
MT-5 changeoverto high.gainantenna
MT-2 Canopuscone angle update
MT-3 Canopusconeangle update
MT-4 Canopuscone angle update
closestapproach
black space picture sequence
end of mission























weekly intervals during flight (see Table 3)
launch
midcourse maneuver
changeoverto traveling wave tube amplifier
DC-]5 Canopusgate override event
MT-6 changeoverto 8-1/3 bps
cover drop event






















MT-4 Canopuscone angle update
closestapproach
black space picture sequence
end of mission
from end of missionthrough 1966 (see Table 4)














(see also Fig. 35)
midcoursemaneuver
changeoverto traveling wave tube amplifier
DC-15Canopusgate override event
MT-6 changeoverto 8-1/3 bps
cover drop event
MT-1 Canopuscone angle update
MT-5 changeoverto high-gainantenna
MT-2 Canopusconeangle update
MT-3 Canopuscone angle update
MT-4 Canopuscone angle update
closestapproach










in one complete revolution aroundSun




















































midcourse maneuver 65.8 deg
changeover to traveling wave tube amplifier 56.8 deg
DC-15 Canopus gate override event 51.8 deg
MT-6 changeover to 8-1/3 bps 30.8 deg
cover drop event 13.2 deg
MT-1 Canopus cone angle update 24.9 deg
MT-5 changeover to high-gain antenna 28.2 deg
MT-2 Canopus cone angle update 38.2 deg
MT-3 Canopus cone angle update 42.6 deg
MT-4 Canopus cone angle update 42.0 deg
closest approach 39.4 deg
black space picture sequence 33.4 deg
end of mission 28.3 deg
from end of mission through 1971 (see Fig. 42)
ECLIPTIC
celestial lattitude of spacecraft through 1971
(see Fig. 40)
inclination of spacecraft heliocentric orbit to
ecliptic, pre-encounter
inclination of spacecraft heliocentric orbit to
ecliptic, post-encounter (see Fig. 40)
0.12 deg
2.540 deg













sequence of (see major heading, Commands)
orbit parameters (see Closest Approact_)
sequence of events (see Event Times)





time of DC-12command transmission








spacecraft distance from Earth
spacecraft distance from Sun
spacecraft distance from Mars
distance traveled along heliocentric arc
spacecraft velocity relative to Earth
spacecraft velocity relative to Mars
spacecraft velocity relative to Sun
number of commands sent
duration of flight
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operational support equipment 207









trapped radiation detector 9
wiring and cabling 105
system level 155
total 1159
ENVIRONMENTALTESTS(see also Tables 12 through17)
design changesresulting from subsystem
flight-acceptancetests, number of 12
designchangesresulting from subsystem
type-approvaltests, number of 36
environmentaltest waivers granted 69
part failures resulting from subsystem
flight-acceptancetests, number of 19
part failures resulting from subsystem








EVENTTIMES, GMT(see also Time Spans)
Launchof Mariner III, 5 November1964
liftoff
violent spacecraft shockobserved
Arias booster engine cutoff
Atlas booster separation
Atlas sustainer engine cutoff











Launch of Mariner III, 5 November1964
Atlas/Agena separation
Agena first burn ignition
Agena first burn cutoff
Agena secondburn ignition

























Launch of Mariner IV, 28 November1964
liftoff
Atlas booster engine cutoff
Atlas booster separation
Atlas sustainer engine cutoff
Atlas vernier engine cutoff
shroud ejection
Atlas/Agena separation
Agena first burn ignition
Agena first burn cutoff
Agena second burn ignition


















































first Canopus acquisition, 30 November1964
first
11:02:47







DC-13(stop maneuver) transmitted 14:47:31
first DC-21transmitted 15:22:00
last DC-2] transmitted 23:58:00
Canopus acquired,5 December1964 00:02:44







end of motor burn 16:09:30
Sun acquisition started 16:]5:11
Sun acquisition completed 16:21:07
Gamma Velorum acquired 16:47:56
DC-21transmitted 16:52:00
Canopus acquired 16:58:19
changeover to traveling wave tube amplifier,
13 December 1964
DC-7 transmitted ]4:09:00
traveling wave tube amplifier operation
observed 14:10:38
DC-15Canopus gate override event,
17 December 1964 ]7:30:00
MT-6 changeoverto 8-1/3 bps,
3 January1965 (Earth time) t6:59:54





Mari_er IV is launched from Cape Ken_edy on
Now'tuber 28,196$ at 1_ :22:01 GMT. The launch
vehicle is an Atlas D/Agena D combinations.

EVENTTIMES, GMT(Cont'd)









*MT-1 Canopus cone angle update,
27 February 1965 (see MT-1, MT-2, MT-3,
MT-4 major headings) ]7:02:19
*MT-5 changeoverto high-gainantenna,
5 March 1965 13:02:37
*MT-2 Canopus cone angle update, 2 April 1965
(see MT-1, MT-2, MT-3, MT-4 major
headings) ]4:25:15
*MT-3 Canopus cone angle update, 7 May 1965
(see MT-], MT-2, MT-3, MT-4 major
headings) 14:28:]5
*MT-4 Canopus cone angle update, 14 June1965
(see MT-I, MT-2, MT-3, MT-4 major
headings) ]5:51:45
encounter, 14 July 1965
Station 51 commandlock 13:34:00
DC-25transmitted 14:27:55





DC-24 received at spacecraft 17:22:55
DC-24verified in data 17:34:55
Goldstone (11) acquisition, one-way 19:37:23
two-way RF transfer from Station 51 to
Station 11 20:10
DSlF 51 end of track 20:53:01
DSlF 11 command modulation turn on 21:00:30
DC-3transmitted 22:10:29
DC-3 received at spacecraft 22:23:07
*Shows time that event was seen on Earth
28
EVENTTIMES,GMT (Cont'd)
encounter, 14 July 1965
DC-3verified in data
wide angle acquisition (spacecrafttime)
wide angle acquisition seen in data
DC-16transmitted, 15 July 1965
narrow angle acquisition, spacecraft time
DSIF 12 switched to rubidiumstandard
No.2
DC-16 received at spacecraft
narrowangle acquisition seen in data
first DASstart tape commandseen in
data
first end-of-tapesignal at spacecraft
DC-26transmitted
DC-2number 1 transmitted
false end-of-tapesignalseen on Earth
DC-16verified in data
DC-2 number2 transmitted
false end-of-tapesignalseen on Earth
DC-2number 3 transmitted
first end-of-tapesignalseen on Earth

























Mode 2 data seen on Earth
DC-26verified in data
DC-2 number6 transmitted
time of closest approach
DSIF 42 rise
DSIF 11 commandmodulationturn-off
enter occultation, spacecraft time
end of signal on ground
exit occultation,spacecraft time
exit occultation verified in data
pickup signalat Station 41





Mode 4, spacecraft time

























picture playback sequence (seeTable 6)




DC-28received at spacecraft 03:22:37
DC-26received at spacecraft 03:28:37
DC-2received at spacecraft 03:34:37
DC-28seen in data 03:36:02
DC-26seen in data 03:42:02
DC-2seen in data 03:48:02
maneuver inhibit sequence,26 August1965
DC-13transmitted 21:06:52
QCI-1 transmitted 21:15:16
D0-13 received at spacecraft 21:22:32
QC1-2transmitted 21:23:40
QCI-1 received at spacecraft 21:30:56
QC1-3transmitted 21:32:04
DC-13verified in data 21:37:42
QC1-2 received at spacecraft 21:39:20
QCI-1 verified in data 21:46:06
QCI-3 received at spacecraft 21:47:44
QC1-2 verified in data 21:54:32
QC1-3verified in data 22:02:54
option ] Canopus cone angle update,
27 August1965
0C-17 transmitted 19:40:00
DC-17 receivedat spacecraft 19:55:30
DC-17verified in data 20:11:01
Canopuscone angle update verified 20:28:30
black space picture sequence,30 August1965
0C-25 transmitted 20:30:00
DC-25 received at spacecraft 20:45:56
DC-25 verified in data 21:01:33
DC-3 transmitted 21:10:24
DC-3 received at spacecraft 21:26:20
DC-3verified in data 21:41:53
DC-24 transmitted 22:48:38
DC-24 received at spacecraft 23:04:29
DC-24verified in data 23:21:00
DC-16transmitted 23:35:26
DC-16 receivedat spacecraft 23:51:22
DC-2transmitted, 31 August1965 00:05:00
DC-16 verified in data 00:06:52
DC-2 received at spacecraft 00:20:15
EVENTTIMES,GMT(Cont'd)
blackspacepicturesequence,30August1965
Mode2 data observedon Earth 00:33:05
DC-2 verified in data 00:36:50
DC-26transmitted 00:44:00
DC.22 transmitted 00:49:00
DC-26 received at spacecraft 00:59:56
DC-22 received at spacecraft 01:04:56
DC-26verified in data 01:15:14
DC-22 verified in data 01:19:33
DC.4 transmitted 01:25:00
DC-4 receivedat spacecraft 01:40:57
Mode 1 data observed on Earth 01:56:16
start of picture number I 02:00:46
return to cruise mode after black space




DC-28received at spacecraft 06:33:05
DC-26 received at spacecraft 06:39:05
DC-2 received at spacecraft 06:45:05
DC-28verified in data 06:48:32
DC-26 verified in data 06:54:32
Mode 2 data observedon Earth 07:00:32
end of mission, 1 October 1965
DC-12 transmitted 21:30:17





experimental results (see Scientific Data)














clock direction 26 deg
narrow-angle Marsgate 2.5 x 1.5 deg
planetary scan wide-anglesensor 48.5 deg cone
Sungate 2.2 deg half-angle
cone
high-gainantepna (see major heading
High-GainAntenna)
solar plasmaprobe 30 dog half.angle
cone
television camera 1.05 × 1.05 deg






GREENWICHMEANTIMES OF MISSION EVENTS(see EventTimes)
GYROCONTROLSUBSYSTEM
gyros, number of 3
input angle storage capability 6 deg
operating temperature range 85 to 130°F
power required 18 w
reference designationof subsystem 7A2
weight (see Table 10) 10.87 Ib
HELIUM MAGNETOMETER
dynamicrange ±360 y
electrical components,number of (see Table 9) 802
intervals between consecutivesimultaneous-
triaxial observationsin one 50.4-sec data





resolution of telemetered magneticdata
scientific results (see Scientific Data)










weight (see Table 10) 6.77 Ib
HIGH-GAINANTENNA
angle of antenna to Canopustracker optical
axis (measuredin XYplane)
back radiation
beam patterns (see Fig. 7)
beamwidthat -3 db, major axis of pattern 15 to 16 deg
beamwidthat -3 rib, minor axis of pattern 12 to 13 deg
beamwidthat first null, major axis of pattern 36 deg
beamwidth at first null, minor axis of pattern 20 deg
depth of parabola 8 in.
distance of feed from parabolic vertex 16 in.
ellipse major axis length 46 in.
ellipse minoraxis length 21.2 in.
ellipticity on axis, 2116 Mc 6.5 db
ellipticity on axis, 2298 Mc 0.6 db
fundamental resonant frequency 120 cps
look angle of boresight
cone direction 38 deg
clock direction 259 deg
orientation with respect to Earth (see Fig. 6)
peak gain at 2116 Mc




variation from true parabolic surface
VSWR,2116 Mc
VSWR,2298 Mc
weight of antenna and support truss
weight of parabolicreflector
259 deg















CosmicRay Telescope,Helium Magnetometer, Ionization
Chamber,Solar Plasma Probe, TrappedRadiation







Geiger-Muellertubfailure date 6 Feb 1965
measurement ranges
electrons >0.5 Mev
protons > 10 Mev
,_ particles >40 Mev
potential between fiber and collector 310 v
power required 0.460 w
pressure of argon inside shell 4 atm
reference designationof instrument 26A1
scientific results (see Scientific Data)
sensors, number of 2
temperature variation during flight (see Fig. 31)
thickness of steel shell 0.010 in.
weight (see Table 10) 2.90 Ib
LATITUDE(see Celestial Latitude)
LAUNCHDATAFORMARINERIII (see also EventTimes)
AgenaD serial number 6931
Atlas D serial number 2890
date of launch 5 Nov 1964
launch azimuth 102.9 deg
launch complex 13
parking orbit coast time 23 rain, 18 sec
LAUNCHDATAFOR MARINERIV (see also EventTimes)
AgenaD serial number
AtlasD serial number






spacecraft velocity at injection, nominal
time from liftoff to injection
time from liftoff to spacecraft separation






32 min, 14 sec
approx.2 ft/sec
25,598 mph
42 min, 27 sec






attitude controlgyros and gyro electronics
battery (5 units in test)
Canopussensor (2 units in test)
central computer and sequencer
(2 units in test)
commandsubsystem
cosmicdust detector


























































75 to 105 deg
90 and 270 deg

















clock direction, all detectors
cone direction, detector A









ellipticity on axis, 2116 Mc
ellipticity on axis, 2298 Mc
groundplane diameter
peak gain at 2116 Mc













































Mars (see Scientific Data)
solar panel magnetic measurements
magnetometer X axis O 7
magnetometer Y axis 0 7
magnetometer Z axis -1.6 -y
spacecraft magnetic fields, without solar panels
magnetometerX axis +5 y
magnetometer Y axis + 11.5 "y













spacecraft distance from Earth
spacecraft distance from Sun
spacecraft distance from Mars
spacecraft velocity relative to Earth
spacecraft velocity relative to Mars




date shipped to AFETR
launch data (see Launch Data, Time Spans)
launchdate
launch events (see EventTimes)






























dataresulting from Mariner IV flight (see
Scientific Data)
day, length (in Earth hours)
Deimos
angle between camera pointing direction
and Deimosduring picture taking
closestdistanceto spacecraft
direction of revolution
distancefrom center of Mars




density relative to Earth
diameter, mean(nominal)










escape velocity relative to Earth
gravity relative to Earth
inclination of equatorial plane to orbital plane
intensity of sunlighton surface relative to Earth
mass of Sun + mass of Mars
W. de Sitter (1938)
E. K. Rabe(1949)
H. C. Urey (1952)
Mariner IV (preliminary)
mass relative to Earth
North Pole tilt during encounter,direction of
0.15
10 gm/cm _
4.1 to 7.0 mb













































orbital velocity relative to Sun, average 15 mi/sec
54,000 mph
Phobos
angle between camera pointing direction
and Phobosduring picture taking
closestdistance to spacecraft
direction of revolution
distancefrom center of Mars














subsolarpoint, location of at encounter









































distance traveled along heliocentric arc
spacecraft velocity relative to Earth
spacecraft velocity relative to Mars
spacecraft velocity relative to Sun
number of commandssent











































Watching . .. listening.., waiting ... as





























spacecraft distance from Earth
spacecraft distance from Sun
spacecraft distance from Mars
distance traveled along heliocentric arc
spacecraft velocity relative to Earth
spacecraft velocity relative to Mars













































spacecraft distance from Earth
spacecraft distance from Sun
spacecraft distance from Mars
distance traveled along heliocentricarc
spacecraft velocity relative to Earth
spacecraft velocity relative to Mars













spacecraft distance from Earth
spacecraft distance from Sun
spacecraft distance from Mars
distance traveled along heliocentric arc
spacecraft velocity relative to Earth
spacecraft velocity relative to Mars
























































spacecraft distance from Earth
spacecraft distance from Sun
spacecraft distance from Mars
distancetraveled along heliocentric arc
spacecraft velocity relative to Earth
spacecraft velocity relative to Mars













spacecraft distance from Sun
spacecraft distance from Mars
distancetraveled along heliocentricarc
spacecraft velocity relative to Earth
spacecraft velocity relative to Mars
spacecraft velocity relative to Sun
MT-6 CHANGEOVERTO 8-I/3 Izps
date
day of flight





















































spacecraft distance from Mars
distance traveled along heliocentricarc
spacecraft velocity relative to Earth
spacecraft velocity relative to Mars





















































1 in. diam × 4 in.
0.16 Ib




time at spacecraft (15 July 1965)
time observedon Earth
point of entrance
Mars time at point of entrance
altitude above Mars
height of ionosphereat point of entrance
exit occultation
time at spacecraft (15 July 1965)
time observedon Earth
point of emergence
Mars time at point of emergence
altitude above Mars
range rate accuracy










100 to 200 km









































radius of Marsusedfor orbit determination
solar radiation constant used in orbit
determinations
universalconstant of gravitation used in
orbit determinations
celestial position (see also Table 4)
celestial latitude of spacecraft through
1971 (see Fig. 40)
nearest approachof spacecraft to




closestapproachto Mars (see alsomajorheading,
ClosestApproachto Mars)
altitude aboveMars
altitude above Mars, prior to midcourse
maneuver
date of






































date of first completed trip aroundSun
eccentricity of
inclination to ecliptic, before encounter
inclination to ecliptic, after encounter
(see Fig. 40)
inclination to Mars orbit
longitude of ascendingnode
orbital period




aiming point diagram (see Fig. 37)
angle of celestial longitudeof Earth
between launchand closestapproach
angle of celestial longitudeof spacecraft
between launchandclosestapproach
Bvector
distance between initial aiming point
(in B plane) and actual point hit
increase in B vector during encounter
closestapproachto Earth after encounter
date of
time of
deflection of spacecraft from ecliptic
at Mars



































spacecraft velocity relative to Sun











(Note: Multiple namesfor one positionare





















































Deep Space Network (DSN)
EnvironmentalRequirements
EnvironmentalTesting





















































































































































































































































































































PICTUREDATA(see also Fig. 20)
area
average of all pictures 97,032 km2
35,512 mi2
least amountshown 24,325 mi_
picture showingleast amountof picture 14
Martian surface covered 1%
closest shot, slant range picture 17
closestshot, slant range distance 11,976 km
7,400 mi
craters
number of in 21 pictures approx.70
range in sizesof visible craters 3 to 93 mi
data bits
numberper picture element 6
number per line 1200
numberper picture 198,900
total numberplayed back in 21 pictures
plus 22 lines 4,199,340
duration of picture taking sequenceat
spacecraft 25 min, 12 sec
54
The operations room.., scene of many tense




time taken, at spacecraft
(15 July 1965)
location of first indicationof light
date of first press release(PDT)
time of first press release(PDT)
locations of pictures on planet
(see Fig. 20)
numberof picturestaken
path of pictures acrossplanet
latitudinal direction
longitudinaldirection
region covered, latitudinat direction




number per picture (excluding
sync and line information)
total number in 21 pictures plus 22 lines
playback,first
first picture start date
first picture start time
last picture end date
last picture end time
elapsedtime, first picture start--
last picture end
playback,second
first picture start date
first picture start time
last picture end date
last picture end time












21 plus 22 lines
33.4 N to
50.5-deg S



















9 days, 6 hr, ]4min,
9 sec









straightest Sun angle, picture with
straightest view angle
straightest view, picture with
surface dimensionscovered by pictures,
average (see also Table 5)
east-west
north-south




per picture, average time






after cover drop event
attempted by DC-24 at encounter
actual setting after DC-24at encounter




field of view of wide-angleacquisition
sensor















I hr, 7 min
0.72 sec
2 min, 24 sec
8 hr, 35 rain,
39 sec













±1 deg + 1% of
planet angular
diam
4.65 w _ 2.4 kc






scan limits, clock angle (see also Fig. 5)
scan rate
search cycles, number performed
at cover drop event
at encounter
temperature range, operating
time per cycle at (;overdrop event, average
time per cycle at encounter, average
weight (see Table 10)
PLASMAPROBE(see Solar PlasmaProbe)
POST-INJECTIONPROPULSIONSYSTEM(see Propulsion)





voltage reading at Sunacquisition,
28 November1964
voltage readingat end of mission
electrical components,number of,
excluding solar cells (see Table 9)
inverters, number of
location of power regulator and battery
location of power subsystemon spacecraft
output voltages
2.4 kc square wave
400 cps square wave
400 cps step square wave (to gyros)
power consumption during cruise, average





solar panel power output (see Fig. 28)
telemetry points, numberof









11 min, 51 sec












28 and 32.5 vac
±5%
27 vac ± 10%
170 w
2



















launch vehicle interface 17
operational supportequipment 288









trapped radiation detector 9
ultraviolet photometer 6
video storage(tape recorder) 51




amountof fuel usedduring midcourse
maneuver 4.19 Ib
burntime capability
at launch 103 sec
after midcoursemaneuver 81 sec
burn time during midcourse maneuver 20.06 sec
characteristicvelocity 4340 ft/sec
location on spacecraft Say II
maximumthrust vector deflection

















uncertainty in motor pointingaccuracy
vacuumspecific impulse(without jet vanes)
vacuumspecific impulse,4 jet vanes
deflected 10 deg
vacuumthrust, without jet vanes
vacuumthrust, 4 jet vanes deflected 10 deg
vacuumthrust coefficient, without jet
vanes 1.7500
weight, subsystem(see Table 10) 47.55 Ib
weight of fuel after midcourse maneuver 17.01 Ib
weight, total dry unserviced 26.68 Ib
weight, wet
























(see Table 9) 208
pinpullers, number of 9
pyrotechniccontrol unit
number of electrical components 565






power required to fire
weight, subsystem(see Table 10)
29




RADIATION(see CosmicRay Telescope, Ionization Chamber,
Scientific Datafrom Mariner IV, Trapped Radiation
Detector)
RADIO(see also High-Gain Antenna, Low-GainAntenna)
cavity amplifier output (nominal)
dc power input to cavity power amplifier






interferometer effect during Mariner IV
flight (see Fig. 27)




nominal down-linkfrequency for VCO









threshold level, carrier (nominal)
threshold level, telemetry (nominal)
traveling wave tube amplifier output,
nominal























2.4kcpowerinputto receiver 7.5 w









Canopussensor off 3.5 mrad/sec
Canopussensoron 2.0 mrad/sec
SCANPLATFORM(see Planetary Scan Platform)
SCIENCESUBSYSTEM(see also Narrow-AngleMars Gate,











instruments, field and particle (see also
headingsby instrumentname)
location of electronics on spacecraft
power required by field and particle
instrument plus data automation
system
reference designationsof science
instruments (see Table 8)





















dipole moment of Earth
distanceof spacecraft above Earth-Sun line
while in Earth's shadow
geocentric distance of spacecraft while
in Earth's shadow
magnetic field at surface of Mars
trapped radiation detector
helium magnetometer
mass of Sun + mass of Mars
W. de Sitter (1938)
E. K. Rabe (1949)
H. C. Urey (1952)
Mariner IV (preliminary)
number of scientific measurements to end














































between 1 and 1.25 AU
between 1.25 and 1.36 AU
between 1.36 and 1.43 AU
(peak flux)
between 1.43 and 1.49 AU
at encounter
distance beyondEarth's orbit at
maximumcosmicdust activity
distance from Earth at maximum
cosmicdust activity
distance from Mars at maximum
cosmicdust activity








maximumfluctuation in field strength
ionization chamber
average ionization rate observed
maximumionization rate observed





7.3 × 10 _ parti-
cles/m =sec
(Trsterad)
2.1 × 10-' parti-
cles/m =sec
(Trsterad)
3.3 x ]0-' parti-
cles/m 2 sec
Gr sterad)
2.2 x 10-' parti-
cles/m 2sec
(Trsterad)
















average specific ionization observed
maximumspecific ionizationobserved




scale height of, estimated
surface number, density of
surface mass, density of




height of at entering point
(maximumelectron density)
temperature of
refractivity of Martian surface
solar plasmaprobe (preliminarydata)
minimumsolar wind densityobserved,
29 Novemberto 4 December1964
maximum solar wind densityobserved,
29 November to 4 December 1964
mimmum solar wind velocityobserved,
29 November to 4 December 1964
maximum solar wind velocityobserved,
29 Novemberto 4 December 1964
minimumsolar wind flux observed,
29 Novemberto 4 December 1964
maximumsolar wind flux observed,
29 Novemberto 4 December 1964
mimmum solar wind velocity observed,





4.1 to 7.0 mb
10 gm/cm=
8 to 10 km
1.43 +0.1 to 175
--_0.1 × 10-'
gm/cm3
1.9 _+0.1 to 2.5
_+0.15x 10"
mol/cm
170 _+20 to 180
_+20oK












1.6 x lO'/cm 2 sec







velocity of solar wind at encounter
density of solar wind at encounter
solar wind pressure on spacecraft at
encounter
trapped radiation detector
average count rate during mission
electrons >40 kev, protons >500
kev
protonsbetween 0.5 and 11 Mev
maximumcount rate (during
5 February 1965 flare)
electrons >40 kev, protons>500
key
protons between 0.5 and 11 Mev











number of series cells per row
number of standard cells for telemetry
monitoring
size of each solar cell
dimensions
linear
area of each panel





















71.4 x 35.5 in.




The first closeup picture of Mars, taken by
Mariner IV at a range of 10,50o miles

SOLARPANELS(Cont'd)
magnetic fields (see majorheading,
Magnetic Fields)
panel sections
area of each section
number per panel
number of parallel rows per section
maximumvoltage output per section
power
output watts available (see Fig. 28)
near earth, at 55°C
at closest approach,at - ]O°C













solar intensity duringflight (see Fig. 30)
temperatures of solar panels duringflight
(see Fig. 29)
weight of all panels(see Table 10)











1.49 x ]0 _ km






diameter of viewing aperture
















5 X 10 5 to
5 x 10-' parti-
cles/cm _








scientific results (see Scientific Data)
sensors,number of ]
weight (see Table 10) 6.41 Ib
SOLARRADIATION(see Solar Panels)
SOLARVANES
angular operating range of solar vane 4-2G deg
area of each vane 7 sq ft
force of solar particles on each vane
(nominal) ]0 -e Ib
maximumrestoring torque over 0.5-deg
limit cycle
thermal actuator illumination at spacecraft
off-angle of 5 deg 50%
total dynamicrange of thermal actuator 5 deg
total solar vane area 28 sq ft.











(see Table 9) 39,220
functions with alternate operations,
number of 18
optionsavailable for 18 functions,
numberof 53
redundantitems (see Table 11)
redundantitems, number of 13


































dimensionsof electronic package cases
high-gainantenna material
low-gainantenna dampers
nominal dampingrate, short damper
nominal dampingrate, long damper
nominal spring rate, short damper



























































SUBSYSTEMS(see Attitude Control, Central Computerand
Sequencer, Command,Data Encoder,High-Gain
Antenna, Low-GainAntenna, Power, Propulsion,
Pyrotechnics, Radio, ScienceSubsystem,Structure,
Tape Recorder, TemperatureControl,Wiring and
Cabling)
SUN ACQUISITION(see EventTimes)
SUN-PROBE DISTANCE(see Distancefrom Sun)
SUN SENSORS
field of view of Sun gate
number of sensor assemblies
numberof sensor cells





bit capacity, minimum acceptable
bit error rate
electrical components,numberof (see Table 9)









































1520 ± 20 sec, or





weight, subsystem(see Table 10)
TELEMETRY
bits telemetered from spacecraft, total
number (assuming7 bits per measurement)
channel allocations(see also Table 19)













data channel modulationloss +4.6 db ±0.4 db
synchronizationchannel effective noise
bandwidth +0.5 db ±0.4 db









bitsper data frame 420
cycle time (8-1/3 bps) 50.4 sec
cycle time (33-1/3 bps) 12.6 sec











science bits per data frame 0
engineering bits per data frame 420
Data Mode 2
science bits per data frame 280
engineering bits per data frame 140
Data Mode3
science bits per data frame 420
engineeringbits per data frame 0
Data Mode4
science picture bits per data frame
engineering bits per data frame
encodingtype
engineeringformat (see Figs. 16 and 22)
error probabilities
bit error probability at threshold
required ST/N/B* for bit error
probability of 5 x 10-3
word error probability at threshold
measurements,number of





















scientific measurements,to end of
mission(see Fig. 23)







between samples (see Table 20)
science data off during picture playback,
15 July to 3 August 1965
time spent in Data Mode 1
time spent in Data Mode 2
time spent in Data Mode 3




TELEVISIONSUBSYSTEM(see also Picture Data)










gain control for brightness compensation
image erase time
look angle of camera (see also Fig. 5)
cone direction
clock direction
picture size in elements
nominal
actual






18 days, ]2 hr,
38 min, 44 sec
102 hr, 47 min
7,338 hr
6 hr, 14 min




80 msor 200 ms















number of data bits per picture element word
total number of data bits per picture






shadesof gray, number of
time between exposures(see Fig. 14)
type of telescope
vidicon imagesize














angular changeof louversrelative to
temperature





total number of louvers
weight of all louvers
parts, number of in system
shielding
amountof octagoncovered by shielding
material of blanket layers
number of layers in lower blanket
number of layers in upper blanket
weight of thermal passivetype shielding
temperatures during flight, typical (see Figs.
29 through 33)
weight, subsystem(see Table 10)
TESTING
environmentaltests (see Environmental Tests)
life tests (see Life Tests)
systemtests (see Fig. 21 and Table 18)





























launchto booster engine separation
launch to sustainerengine cutoff
launch to vernier engine cutoff
launch to shroudejection
launch to Atlas/Agena separation
launch to Agenafirst burn ignition
launch to Agenafirst burn cutoff
launch to Agenasecondburn ignition
launch to Agenasecondburn cutoff
launch to spacecraft separation




launchto start of cover drop event
launchto closestapproach
launchto end of mission
spacecraft separationto Sunacquisition
MT-9 event to first picture transmission
event durations, Mariner IV











television picture sequenceat spacecraft
occultation duration
76
23 min, 18 sec
8 hr, 43 min
2 min 14 sec
5 min 16 sec
4 min 59 sec
5 min 17 sec
5min 20 sec
5 rain 22 sec
6 rain 13 sec
8 min 38 sec
40 min 52 sec
42 min 27 sec
45 min 9 sec
53 mi_ 3 sec
68 min, 56 sec
20 hr, 40 min
7 days, 3 hr, 7 min
74 days, ]3 hr,
7 min
228 days, ]0 hr,
38 min, 56 sec
307 days, 7 hr,
25 min, 22 sec
23 min, 47 sec
1 hr, 8 min, 5 sec
32 min, 14 sec
2 min, 25 sec
1 min, 35 sec
9 hr, 57 min, 44 sec
3 hr, 53 min, 19 sec
20.06 sec
7 hr, 20 min, 6 sec
12 hr, 57 min, 11 sec
25 min, ]2 sec








black space picture sequenceand
playback
end of mission event
TIMING (see Central Computerand Sequencer)
TRAJECTORY(see Orbit Data)
aiming point diagram(see Fig. 37)
ecliptic view of pre- and post-encounter




detectors A, B, C
detector DI
detector D2
detection levels (number of detectors)
electrical components,numberof (see Table 9)











9 days, 6 hr,
24 min,35 sec
9 days, 6 hr,
14 min, 9 sec
18 days, 12 hr,
38 min,44 sec
39 min, 48 sec
2 days,9 hr, 59 min













































scientific results (see Scientific Data)
sensors, number of












0.5 to 11.0 Mev
none

















spacecraft distance from Sun



















distance traveled along heliocentric arc 44,971,252 km
27,949,815 mi
spacecraft velocity relative to Earth 6,961.4 mph
spacecraft velocity relative to Mars 56,114.4 mph
spacecraft velocity relative to Sun 73,567.3 mph
VELOCITYAT ENCOUNTER(see Fig. 39)
VELOCITYPERIODICALLYDURINGFLIGHT(see Table3)
VELOCITYOF MARINERIV RELATIVETO EARTH
periodically during flight (see Table 3)
injection
midcourse maneuver
changeover to traveling wave tube amplifier
DC.15 Canopus gate override event
MT-6 changeover to 8-1/3 bps
cover drop event
MT-1 Canopus cone angle update
MT-5 changeover to high-gain antenna
MT-2 Canopus cone angle update
MT-3 Canopus cone angle update
MT-4 Canopus cone angle update
closest approach
















VELOCITYOF MARINERIV RELATIVETO MARS
periodically during flight (see Table 3)
midcourse maneuver
changeover to traveling wave tube amplifier
DC-15Canopus gate override event
MT-6 changeover to 8-1/3 bps
cover drop event
MT-1 Canopus cone angle update
MT-5 changeover to high-gain antenna
MT-2 Canopus cone angle update
MT-3 Canopus cone angle update
MT-4 Canopus cone angle update
closest approach
















VELOCITYOF MARINERIV RELATIVETO SUN
periodically during flight (see Table 3)
midcoursemaneuver
changeoverto traveling wave tube amplifier
DC-15Canopusgate override event
MT-6 changeoverto 8-1/3 bps
cover drop event




MT.4 Canopuscone angle update
closestapproach
black space picture sequence
end of mission
at aphelionof heliocentric orbit









date of wide angle acquisition
field of view of sensor
look angle of sensor (see also Fig. 5)
cone direction
clock direction

















time of wide angle acquisition
WIRINGANDCABLING
number of disconnect plugs, 1 to 69 contacts
in each 350
number of electrical components(see Table 9) 5
number of separate solder or mechanical
connections 8000
number of wires 4000
total length of wiring 6000 ft





























































































































Table 2. Time cnversien pide
0100 2100 2000 1800 1700 1100 1030 0300
0200 2200 2100 1900 1800 1200 1130 0400
0300 2300 2200 2000 1900 1300 1230 0500
0400 2400 2300 2100 2000 1400 1330 0600
0500 0100 2400 2200 2100 1500 1430 0700
0600 0200 0100 2300 2200 1600 1530 0800
0700 0300 0200 2400 2300 1700 1630 0900
0800 0400 0300 0100 2400 1800 1730 1000
0900 0500 0400 0200 0100 1900 1830 1100
1000 0600 0500 0300 0200 2000 1930 1200
1100 0700 0600 0400 0300 2100 . 2030 1300
1200 0800 0700 0500 0400 2200 2130 1400
1300 0900 0800 0600 0500 2300 2230 1500
1400 1000 0900 0700 0600 2400 2330 1600
1500 1100 1000 0800 0700 0100 2430 1700
1600 1200 1100 0900 0800 0200 0130 1800
1700 1300 1200 1000 0900 0300 0230 1900
1800 1400 1300 1100 1000 0400 0330 2000
1900 1500 1400 1200 1100 0500 0430 2100
2000 1600 1500 1300 1200 0600 0530 2200
2100 1700 1600 1400 1300 0700 0630 2300
2200 1800 1700 1500 1400 0800 0730 2400
2300 1900 1800 1600 1500 0900 0830 0100
2400 2000 1900 1700 1600 1000 0930 0200
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Table 7. List of scientific investigators


























California Institute of Technology
CaliforniaInstitute of Technology

























































Table 8. Unit reference designations






Control gyrosand electronics 7A2
Attitude +X/-Y gas subsystem 7GA1
Gasvessel 7GV1
Gas regulator 7GR1
4-jet gas manifold 7GM41
2-jet gas manifold 7GM21
Attitude control -X/+Y gas subsystem 7GA2
Gasvessel 7GVll
Gas regulator 7GR1]
4-jet gas manifold 7GM411
2-jet gas manifold 7GM211
PrimarySun sensor 7PS2
Primary Sun sensor 7PS6
Secondary Sun sensor 7SS2
Secondary Sun sensor 7SS6
















Address regulator and maneuver
duration output
Input decoder








































Modulator, mixer, transfer register,
data selector


























SubsystemI Unit I Ref.No.
Planetary Scan sensorand preamplifier 31A1








Post-injection propulsion system IOA







400-cps l-phase inverter 4A17
400-cps3-phase inverter 4A18
Pyrotechnicscontrol assembly 8A1







Directional coupler low-gainantenna 2DC2
Oscillator temperature transducer 213"1
4 Port circulator switch 2CS1
5 Port circulator switch 2CS2
Cavity filter No. 1 2CF1
Cavity filter No. 2 2CF2
Power amplifier 2PAl
Control unit 2CC1
Power amplifier powersupply 2PS2









Trapped radiation detector 25A1
Cosmic ray telescope 21A1
Ionization chamber 26A1
Plasma probesensor 32A1
Plasma probe electronics 32A2
Plasma probe electronics 32A3






UV photometer (deleted, replaced
by SPITS) 34A1
Solar Panels Solar panel +X 4A1
Solar pressurecontrol 7PC1
Solar panel -X 4A5
Solar panel pressure control 7PC5
Solar panel +Y 4A3
Solar panel pressure control 7PC3
Solar panel -Y 4A7
Solar panel pressurecontrol 7PC7
Solar panel fuse assembly 7PC10
Tape Recorder Tape machine 16A1
Tape electronics No. ] 16A2
Tape electronics No. 2 ]6A3





W video channeland computer 36A3
TV deflection and control 36A4
TV encoder 36A5
TV transformer-rectifier 36A6
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Item I Weight, Ib
Engineeringsubsystems
Antennas 7.43















Cosmic dust detector 2.10












































Two complete power amplifiers
plusassociatedpower supplies
switchable either by internal
logic or by groundcommand.
Only one operatesat any time.
Two identical exciters switchable
either by internal logic or by
groundcommand.Only one
operatesat any time.





switch, and separation initiated
timer. Either one can power
both pyrotechnichalf systems.
Two half systems and pressure
bottles. Both operate continu-
ouslyafter attitude control
turn-on.
Failure sensing circuit detects
over/under voltage condition
at main booster output. Switches
maneuverbooster on and main
boosteroff.
Primary control is a 38.4-kc
synchronizationsignalfrom
the CC&S. In the absenceof
this, synchronizationis derived
from an oscillator internal to
power, or the inverters will
free-run at approximately
2.4-kc.
Two identical units switchable
by groundcommand.Only























primary cruise science power
supplyrelay. A secondary
relay is driven by CC&S MT-7
or groundcommandDC-25
to ensure cruise science "on"
during encounter.
Solenoid actuated via pyrotechnic
control assembly is primary;
backup is via lanyard.
Primary is second end-of-tape
signal; secondaryis inhibition
of "start record" commands
after 11 nonreal-time science
frames.






Table 12. Typesof environmental tests
Major tests





















































Launch vehicle shroud contamination
Shroud acoustic
ShroudRF attenuation





















Solar panel temperature spectrum
Solar panel transporter
Low-gain antenna extreme temperature
Electronicassemblyshippingcontainer
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Table 15. Subsystemenvironmentaltest summary
Environment No_ofsub- Total items Total




Benchhandling 22 39 O 0
Packagedrop 25 39 0 0
Transportationvibration 27 85 0 0
Humidity 31 51 5 9.8
Explosiveatmosphere ]8 19 0 0
Shock 49 116 3 2.6
Acceleration 46 89 0 0
Lowfrequency vibration 51 90 6 6.7
Complexwave vibration 54 154 24 15.6
Vacuum/Temperature 50 95 19 20.0
Thermal shock 26 28 1 3.6
FAtests
Vacuum/Temperature 41 310 28 9.0
Complexwave vibration 49 538 26 4.8




805 58 avg 7.2
869 55 avg6.33
]674 113 avg6.86
Table 16. System level environmentaltest summary
Problem
I TA I FA
Interface problemsresolved throughsystems
environmentaltests
Componentchangeswhich should have been
detected at assembly level
Failure in structure or componentthat could
only be detected at systemslevel
Changes indicatingneed for closer project
monitoring of majorproject systems
114
Table 17. Performance comparisonbetween TAand FAtests:
vibration and vacuum/temperature
Vibration
I'°l i I""Type tests Pass Fad rate
•TA 244 214 30 12.3
FA 538 512 26 4.8
Vacuum/Temperature I Overall
I I I failure
NO. I o... _ c_. I Failure Irate, %
te'l r, I ....1 rat,l
95 76 19 20.0 14.5
310 282 28 9.0 6.3
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CommandData Mode ] '
CommandData Mode 2,
Turn-oncruise science
DC-3 CommandData Mode 3
DC-4 CommandData Mode 4
DC-5 Commandswitch data rate
DC-6 Commandswitch ADC/PNG•
DC-7 Switch power amplifier
DC-8 Switch exciters
DC-9 Switch ranging
DC-]O Transmit high, receive low
DC-I! Transmit high, receive high




DC-15 Canopusgate inhibit override
DC-]6 Narrow angle acquisition
DC-17 Cycle Canopuscone angle






llO 000 011 O0 6 030
110 011 011 lO 6 332
110 I01 01! O0 6 530
llO 011 101 O0 6 350
110 000 101 O0 6 050
110 000 llO O0 6 060
110 001 001 O0 6 110
110 110 101 10 6 652
110 110 011 10 6 632
110 110 000 O0 6 600
110 101 110 O0 6 560
110 101 101 O0 6 550
110 010 111 O0 6 270
110 010 100 O0 6 240
110 001 100 O0 6 140
110 101 000 O0 6 500
110 010 001 O0 6 210
110 100 100 O0 6 440
110 100 010 O0 6 420
110 111 100 O0 6 740
110 111 010 O0 6 720







DC-24 Inhibit scan search
DC-25 Turn-onplanet science
Unlatch cover
DC-26 Turn-off planet science, cruise
science, and battery charger
DC-27 Initiate midcourse maneuver
DC-28 Turn on battery charger, turn off
2.4 kc to
DC-29 Arm first propulsionmaneuver
QC-! Maneuvercommandbits to CC&S
OCI-I lO pitch turn duration
QC1-2 01 roll turn duration
QC1-3 11 motorburn duration
t Command adiressOctal Binary
1]000l ]11 O0 6 170
110 100 001 O0 6 410
110 010 010 O0 6 220
210 011 110 O0 6 360
110 100 111 O0 6 470
110 1]0 1]0 ]0 6 662
110 001 010 O0 6 120
II0 011 000 11 6 303
110 011 000 O0 6 300
110 011 000 10 6 302
=Analog-to-digital converter/pseudonolse generator
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Transfers the data encoder to Data Mode ! operation(all
engineering words) as soonas the transfer is acceptable
to the data encodertransfer logic.
Transfers the data encoderto Data Mode2 operation (20
engineering words, 40 sciencewords) as soonas the
transfer is acceptable to the data encodertransfer logic;
applies 2.4-kc power to the cruise science instruments.
Transfers the data encoderto Data Mode3 operation (all
sciencewords)as soonas the transfer is acceptableto the
data encodertransfer logic.
Transfers the data encoderto Data Mode 4/Data Mode 1
operation (television picture data or engineering data) as
soon as the transfer is acceptableto the data encoder
transfer logic. If television picture data is available from
the video storagetape recorder, television data is tele-
metered; if no television data is present (as between
television pictures),then engineering data is telemetered;
removes2.4-kc powerfrom the cruisescience instruments.
Transfers the data encoderfrom one bit rate to the other.
The data encodercanoperateat either 8-1/3'or 33-1/3 bps.
Transfers the data encoderfrom one analog-to-digital
converter/pseudonoisegenerator (ADC/PNG)to the other.
The data encoderhas two ADC/PNG's,A and B.
Transfers the radio from one poweramplifier to the other.
The radio subsystemhastwo power amplifiers, A
(traveling-wavetube) and B (cavity).
Changesthe radio from one exciter to the other. The
radio subsystemhas two exciters, A and B.
Turnsthe spacecraft radioranging-receivereither onor off.
Causesthe radiosubsystemcirculator switchesto be con-
ditioned so that the spacecraft transmits via the high-gain
antenna and receives via the low-gainantenna.
Causesthe radio subsystemcirculator switchesto be con-














Causesthe radio subsystemcirculator switchesto be con-
ditioned so that the spacecraft transmitsand receives via
the low-gainantenna.
Removesthe attitude control excitation powerfrom the
CC&Scontrol lines so that the attiude control functions
that are controlled by the CC&Sare disabled. DC-13also
preventsthe pyrotechnicscontrol circuitry from firing
the motor start and stop squibs.
Reversesthe stae of all the relays acted uponby DC-13.
DC-14, therefore, is a reset for DC-13and reverts the
attitude control and pyrotechnicssubsystemsback to
CC&Scontrol.
Causes the Canopustracker roll error signal to be
applied to the roll gas jet electronics at all times,
regardlessof whether or not the roll acquisition logic is
satisfied, and also preventsthe rotl search signal from
being applied to the roll channel, and roll acquisition
logic violations from turning on the gyros.
Initiates a narrow-angleacquisition signal and thereby
conditionsthe data automation subsystem(DAS)logic
to begin the television picture taking sequenceand to
transfer the data encoderto Data Mode 3.
Causesa step changein the Canopustracker cone angle
by changingthe voltage on the deflection plates of the
Canopustracker's image dissector.
Turns on the gyros (in the inertial mode)and the
Canopustracker Sunshutter, and turns off the Canopus
tracker. DC-18also turns onthe turn commandgenerator
and conditionsthe attitude control circuitry for com-
mandedroll turns. SucceedingDC-18's cause clockwise
2.25-deg roll turns.
Serves as the reset for DC-15, DC-18,and DC-20.
Turns off the Canopustracker and turns on the Canopus
tracker Sunshutter; also inhibits the roll acquisition













Simulatesa Canopusacquisition logic violation, turns
on the gyros, and applies a negative roll search signal
to the roll gas jet electronics;thereby causingthe
spacecraft to counterclockwiseroll searchto acquire a
new target. DC-21 will also cause the spacecraft to roll
turn 2.25-deg counterclockwiseif precededby a DC-18.
Changesvideo storagetape tracks by applying powerto
a record head and gating the output of the playback
amplifiers.
Sets relays in the pyrotechnicssubsystemso that CC&S
commands,M-6 and M-7 are routed to the squibsallotted
to the secondmotor burn.
Removes400-cps single-phasepower from,the scan plat-
form drive motor.
Causes2.4-kc power to be applied to encounterscience
loads,the video storage subsystem,and also the cruise
science loadsif 2.4-kc power was off to cruise science;
while at the same time applying 52 vdc from the
booster-regulatorto the 400-cpssingle-phaseinverter,
which in turn suppliespower to the scan subsystem
drive motor and the video storagesubsystemrecord
motor. DC-25 also enables the battery charger boost
mode and causesthe pyrotechnicssubsystemto energize
the solenoidthat releases the scan platform science
cover.
Removes2.4-kc power from all of the science loads
(video storage 2.4-kc power remains on) and 52-vdc
power from the 400-cps single-phaseinverter; also
enables the battery charger boostmode.
Starts the maneuversequenceby issuingthe CC&Scom-
mand M-1 (turn on gyros), by applyingpower to the
maneuverclock, and by removingthe maneuverclamp
and a flip-flop reset signalfrom the CC&Smaneuver
circuitry.
Removes2.4-kc power from the videostoragesubsystem








Sets relays in the pyrotechnicssubsystemso that the
CC&ScommandsM-6 and M-7 are routed to the squibs
allotted to the fir:t motor burn.
Sets pitch turn polarity and preloadsthe CC&Spitch shift
register so that, at a counting rate of 1 pps, the register
will fill in the required time interval for the attitude
control subsystemto pitch turn the spacecraft the
amount required for a given midcourse maneuver.
Sets roll turn polarity and preloads the CC&Sroll shift
register so that, at a countingrate of ]. pps, the register
will fill in the required time interval for the attitude
control subsystemto roll turn the spacecraft the amount
required for a given midcourse maneuver.
Preloads the CC&Svelocityshift register so that, at a
counting rate of 20 pps,the register will fill in the time
interval necessaryfor the midcoursemotor to burn so
that the spacecraft obtains the required velocitychange
for a given midcoursemaneuver.
Table 23. Description of central computerand sequencer commands







Deploysolar panels,vanes, scan platform
Turn attitude control Sun acquire on
Turn attitude control Canopusacquire and
solar vanes on
Gyroson, data encoderto Data Mode 1
Spacecraft on inertial, autopilot on, Sun
and Canopus off
Turn polarity (set if plusl
Columns 1 and 2 specify the conditions to aive a telemetry event to counter 2.
An X in a column indicates a channel 2 event, A ZERO Indicates no channel 2






















(M-4) Pitch turn stop
(M-3) Turn polarity reset
M-5 Roll turn start
M-3 Turn polarity(set if plus)
(M-5) Roll turn stop
(M-3) Turn polarity reset
M-6 Midcourse motor ignition
M-7 Midcoursemotor turn off
(M-]) _ (Attitude reacquireSun and Canopus
_Data encoderto Data Mode 2
(M-2) _ _,Auto pilot off, spacecraft to normal
Midcourse counter reset for next start
MT-6 Changedata encoderbit rate to 8-]/3 bps
MT-1 ChangeCanopuscone angle
MT-5 Transfer to transmit via high-gain antenna
MT-2 ChangeCanopusconeangle
MT-3 Change Canopuscone angle
MT-4 ChangeCanopuscone angle
_ [Encounter science on (or all science on)
MT-7_ _Battery chargeroff
_Deploy science platform cover
MT-8 Encounterscienceoff (or all science off)
MT-9 Data encoderto Data Mode 4, cruise
science off, start playback
CY-1 Backupswitchingto radio
Columns 1 and 2 specify the conditions to give a telemetry event to counter 2.
An X in a co|,,rnn indicates a channel 2 event, A ZERO indicates no channel 2
event. PARENTHESES around a command indicate a reset.
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Paoli, Pa.
















































































Real time data automation





















































assemblyand test of spacecraft
solar panels,modification and
test of spacecraft powersystem,
spacecraft assemblycables
Magnetic counter assemblies



















































fuel manifolds, oxidizer cart-










Solar cell modulesand mag-
netic shift register for central
computerand sequencer






































A Divisionof Sperry RandCorp.

















pre-selection and band rejection
filters
Spacecraft video storage tape
recorder
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control gyro electronics assem-
blies, data demodulators
Silicon photovoltaicsolar cells
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"1 I / SENSOR SOLAR
_L.,/ PRESSURE
/__-"K'_ V" ,-SOLARPANELOAMPERVANE-_
_ f _ /-BAY _ POWER REGULATOR
",,,yANE ACTUATOR__t---'._II_._J._ I P_ / AND BATTERY
__ _"_L_._ _\. . _ CANOPUS SENSOR
-_ \ \ ",-BAy_'_II__A'TTITUDECONTROL
...................... \ \ \ ANDCCe,S
\ \ '--TVCAMERAIOE-ANGLEACOUlSmONLE S
BAY "_r RF COMMUNICATIONS
































INITATEDTIMER_ H _ G /---SQUARE-ROOT\ N _/ SUN SENSOR
CANOPUS SENSOR _ " _cn^o^'r,r_Pu (SECONDARY)
BAY "orY SEPARAT,ONL,NEA.
PYROTECHNIC _/'_'_1_ \ \ / I \ _--_ POTENTIOMETER
ARMING f/// \ \ _/ ; _ _ PLUNGER
H._ _ OPERATING//_X'_:::=,.._//124 clegSCAN) {.i._Jl,u_.
I_ _RANGE _ _ OPERATING/
O,SCONNECT
BAY 'If_ _ , I /_K
//'_, /_.'_/ [ F_ _// _ LOWER THERMAL
SQUARE-ROOT _"1_.\ OSMIC R
SUN SENSOR + YAW_ TELESCOPE(SECONDARY)





AX (+) cw (FAR SIDE)
(-) ccw (NEAR SIDE)
-Y AXIS
JET BY (+) cw (NEAR SIDE)
(-) cw (FAR SIDE)JET BZ (--) ccw
CANOPUS SENSOR
JET AY (+) cw (FAR SIDE)




JET BX (+) cw (NEAR SIDE)
(-) ccw (FAR SIDE)






















_)_ ANGLE / _1
..-_tO ' _SPACECRAFT
(b) CONE ANGLE



















O - dog ANGLE
Fig. 5. Planetary scan platform relative look angles, shown with
platform in pinned position
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ROTATION ANGLE, deg
Fig. 7, High.gain antenna beamwidths:(a) Major pattern axis,












;_t_28 NOV i964. 95.7 deg_._
MT-2 MT-3
MAY 1965 .
91.1 deg 86.,5 de
MT-4 DC-17
__,4_uNe_'9_ _27AUG,9_/
82.0 de/ 77.4 d
- P_L_-,.A'N.LE
28NOV 31DEC 9FEB 21MAR 30APR 9JUN 19JUL 28AUG 7OCT
DATE, 1964-1965
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FiE. 17. Data automation system real-time science telemetry format
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[No OF DAS- 20







FORMAT / / /
O_,_A-I-,-Tv-_p- RT,-,.i_Tv_ RT2
TION / / /
._ 50.4 sec RT FRAMEL_
AT 8- I/3 bp$ I-
/
REAL-TIME




During the 24 sec of each TV block, the buffers A and B are alternately
loaded and dumped into the tape machine. Every 120 msec, the following














TV AAC1, 2, 3, or filter position, shutter time and ZERO
(sub-commutatedevery other line)
Real-timedata
17/performance data: signal level and G1 voltage (sub-
commutatedevery other line)
TV picture data, 200 elements
Total load
Total number of bits for 24 sec:
1261 × 200 = 252,200 bits/block
or 504,400 bits/NRT frame
Fig. 18. Data automationsystem encountertiming
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During the 24 sec of the RT1 block, only buffer A is loaded as follows:
80 bits Tape servo bits
31 bits PN sequence
4 bits NRTframe count
3 bits Subframe count
9 bits Line number
3 bits Spare
200 bits Real-timedata
330 bits Total/NRT frame
During the 72 sec of the RT2 block, only buffer B is loaded as follows:
80 bits Tape servo bits
31 bits PN sequence
4 bits NRT frame count
3 bits Subframe count
9 bits Line number
3 bits Spare
600 bits Real-time data
730 bits Total/NRT frame
The total numberof bits recorded on the tape machine is variable, depend-
ing on the accuracyand stability of the 10.7-kc bit synchronizationclock;
at 10.7 kc, 1284 bits are recorded on the tape machine each time a buffer
is read out. The nominal total number of bits recorded on the tape machine
during each 144 sec frame is then:
2 TV Blocks 513,600 of which 504,400 are significant
RT1 Block 1,284 of which 330 are significant
RT2 Block 1,284 of which 730 are significant
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1964 "q- "_ 1965
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DAY OF FLIGHT
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Fig. 46. Can0pus cone angle, 1965-1968
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